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“An assessment task is one that is 





 Photo Credit: https://www.flickr.com/photos/liako/3170874142/ 
Traditional vs. Authentic
 Photo Credit: http://tlc.provost.gwu.edu/authentic-assessment 












 Photo Credit: https://www.flickr.com/photos/colinkinner/2200500024/ 
Who Can Use It?
!
* Online classes 
!
* Face-to-face classes 
!
* Blended classes
 Photo Credit: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typing 
Activities
!
* Engage students 
!
* Gather data  
!
*Bring the world  
to the students





* Multiple possible outcomes: 
More than one right answer
* More fun!
* Requires problem 
solving

















* Student expectations (or lack there of)
 Photo Credit: Pragmagraphr via Compfight cc 
* Instructor time 
constraints
* Benefits *




* Real world applicability
* Collaborative learning environment
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** LEARNING EXPERIENCES  
& TECH TOOLS **
















* Research topic development










* Infographic makers  !














* Blogs (KidBlog, !





























* Real life skills!
!
* Curriculum concepts 
 Photo Credit: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gray's_Inn_Road
 Photo Credit: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
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 Photo Credit: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akron,_Ohio




* WordPress / EduBlogs!
!
























* Semester long projects!
!
* Culmination of data gathering!
!
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Bottom Line: If you have fun, 
          your students will, too!
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